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Chapter 1191 Old things 

  The Don Quixote family specially prepared sixteen chairs in a special area, which is a resting place 

for the finalists. 

  At this time, Katakuri and Owen occupied two chairs, and Daifuku sat on a slightly lower chair 

behind them. 

  Although there are still many vacancies, they instinctively followed some rules, such as vacating the 

seats of those winners. 

   "It's really powerful and domineering. I can't relax for a moment when facing you." 

  Ledfield’s mind-reading skills are also a part of the color of knowledge, and they will also be resisted 

by domineering. The red-haired knowledge killer can effectively prevent oneself from being seen 

through with the color of knowledge. 

  Katakuri does not have the ability to kill with knowledge, but his own knowledge and knowledge are 

not enough for Redfield to see through his underwear. 

  The weaker the person, the easier it is for Redfield to read his memory. For a person who is not 

weak in knowledge and has taken precautions, his mind reading will not be so smooth. He can see the 

thoughts in front of him, but not the past memories. 

  After all, when knowledge color confronts knowledge color, the form of expression is more similar 

to canceling each other out. 

  If the level of knowledge and knowledge of two people is similar, it means that everyone has no 

knowledge and knowledge, and continues to fight as usual. 

  Instead of sitting still and staring at each other, see who can predict more pictures. 

  However, this is mainly reflected in the prediction of inner thoughts and the prediction of the next 

attack. If you only perceive the position, few people can completely hide your breath. 

  Katakuri remembered that Charlotte Lingling had mentioned Redfield's ability at the beginning, so 

he was very careful about it when he came here, but when he saw Yamato, the momentary distraction 

made Redfield seize the opportunity and see his thoughts. 

   "Of course the old guy has to be a little old guy. Your mother has also become the emperor of the 

sea. Her physical strength made me very troubled at the beginning. 

   I may visit her after a while, after all, the position of One Piece needs the stone in her hand. " 

   "Ledfield, you are no longer the lonely red you used to be." 

  Youth is capital after all. Compared with Redfield, Charlotte Lingling looks much younger. Katakuri 

doesn't think that the current Redfield can beat his mother. 



   "Well, you're right, it's time to say goodbye to the old aloofness, but to be honest, I quite like that 

title." 

  In the end, Katakuri chose to leave here first. Facing such a weird old monster, he was under a lot of 

pressure. His goal was to shake the fruit, not to have a conflict with Redfield now. 

  Even if he leaves the words to go to Cake Island, it has to be decided by Charlotte Lingling. An 

opponent of this level is already worthy of Charlotte Lingling's own hands. 

  When facing Redfield at close range, Katakuri needs to maintain a highly concentrated state. 

  This state is not conducive to the next battle, so he chooses to stay away from here temporarily. 

  After the three Katakuri brothers left, only Redfield and Rebecca were left here, and Redfield also 

asked the question at that time. 

   "How, how are you thinking?" 

   "I'm sorry, I don't want to be a pirate, but if possible, can you help me defeat Doflamingo? I can pay 

any price." 

   "Little girl, you can pay any price and don't want to be a pirate. This is a contradiction, and now you 

can't give me anything I want." 

   Rebecca's answer was not what Redfield wanted to hear the most, but it satisfied him. Rebecca 

didn't know that he had the ability to read minds. 

  Even if she didn't want to be a pirate, she could choose to lie to him first, but she didn't. This kind of 

honesty is exactly what Redfield likes. 

   "It's a pity, let's talk about it after the game is completely over, but do you know anything about 

beasts?" 

   "No, I only know that they are the backers behind Doflamingo." 

   "Is that so? I'll go for a walk, and you can also think about what I said. Sometimes it might be good 

to change your life." 

   Said that Redfield also disappeared here, he was going to help Padong prepare some things, and 

collect some information along the way. 

  Because he has always been a lone ranger in the past, Redfield himself is very versatile. He is more 

or less capable of navigation, medicine, and cooking, and his versatility is comparable to that of Quinn. 

   Detecting intelligence is naturally an important part. Originally, he thought this competition was 

just a joke, but now it seems that there are more than one interesting opponents. 

  The competition in the bullfighting arena continued. Diamanti's defeat made the audience sad for a 

while, but they were soon attracted to the competition again, and Gaz also resumed his commentary. 

   "The competition in Area C was extremely fierce! Marko the Phoenix! Ace the Fire Fist! Joz the 

Diamond! All three are members of the Whitebeard Pirates and the son of Whitebeard! 



   They seem to be determined to obtain this ability that once belonged to Whitebeard, and anyone 

who dares to stop them will be attacked mercilessly by them! 

Appeared! It is Fire Fist Ace's famous skill - Fire Fist! " 

  Fire fists hit Pika's newly-made arena from top to bottom, and the flames immediately swept across 

most of the venue. 

  The contestants near the edge were directly pushed into the water under the impact of the fire fist, 

and the remaining people whose bodies were ignited also jumped off the ring to extinguish the flames. 

   "As expected of the captain of the second team of the Whitebeard Pirates! I pointed out that most 

of the players who were directly cleaned up, etc., there are still people who have not fallen in the 

flames. They are the star players of the C area, the destroyer Eddie!" 

  Ai Diou, a long-handed family, the V2 champion of the New World Central Fighting Conference, and 

an XXX-level boxer. I saw him blocking his face with one arm and rushing out of the flames. 

   "Destruction Cannon!" 

  Even among the long-handed clan, Eddie is a special type. The special structure of his shoulders is 

the reason why his fists are powerful, comparable to bombs. 

  Aideo is fast, but someone is faster. 

   "Sparkling Clash!" 

  The diamond-shaped Qiaoz slammed into Eddie head-on. After a burst of explosions, Joz was 

unscathed. The diamond-shaped body was still reflecting light in the sun, but Eddie's arm also showed a 

strange curvature. 

   In a head-to-head battle, Jozi is not afraid of anyone. 

  Up to Kuzan and down to Crocodile, they were hit by his surprise attack and vomited blood. That 

seemingly clumsy body has unimaginable speed, which can make Joz rampage on the battlefield like a 

chariot. 

  However, when Qiaozi turned his whole body into diamonds, he still kept one eye to observe the 

outside situation, and this eye became a breakthrough in the eyes of others. 

   "Shoot the moon and fly!" 

  Bruliki of the long-leg family aimed at the only area where Joz was outside with a knee strike, but 

before he could get close to Joz, he was caught in the air by Marco, and then fell directly to the ground. 

  Natural, animal, and superhuman, the three just represent three different kinds of fruits. With their 

cooperation, Area C quickly lost its competitive people, and the Whitebeard Pirates also won. 

   In the end, at the cost of Joz's abstention, Marco and Ace were promoted. 

  Compared to the damage to the field by Redfield and Diamanti, the field in Area C is relatively 

intact, and it will soon be ready to welcome the players in Group D. 



   "I went to Ace! Wait for me in the final!" 

  Ace and Marco did not go to the so-called preparation area for advanced players at all, but returned 

directly to the auditorium, just in time to complete the handover with Luffy. 

   "Go, let me see how much you have grown in the past two years."𝚗𝗈𝒱ℯ𝒍𝓊𝕊𝔟.𝐜𝑂𝓂 

  The first three battles were somewhat astonishingly fast. Compared with their battles, Area D 

became a bit more normal. The players were gradually eliminated during the fight, and Luffy also tamed 

a bullfight along the way. 

   This cow was originally used for duels with condemned prisoners, but it was placed in Zone D for 

more fun. When Luffy practiced with Rayleigh, he mastered the skills of communicating with animals 

and tamed the cow easily. 

   "Lu Xi actually tamed that cow! Now Lucy has become a bull rider, riding his own bull on a rampage 

in the arena, and several players have regrettably lost because of this combination! 

  The unknown Lucy also showed his unknown side, so can he become another dark horse in this 

competition like Ryder? ! " 

   Luffy riding a bull and charging attracted the attention of many people, including Qingjiao who was 

also in the D area. Although Luffy was wearing a helmet, he still recognized Luffy's true identity. 

   "Get out of the way!" 

  Qingjiao slammed down with both arms, smashing all the enemies in front of him into the air. After 

that, Qingjiao didn't stop at all, and rushed in the direction of Luffy. 

   "Garp's grandson, stop! Ba Chong Fist Wutou!" 

   After a while of sprinting, Qingjiao jumped up with both legs, her huge body approached Luffy as 

quickly as Fei, and her sharp head pierced Luffy on the back of the bull like an arrow. 

   "Rubber Arches!" 

  Looking at the green pepper that flew towards him, Luffy stretched his limbs and avoided the blow 

of the green pepper. 

   "What are you talking about? Garp's grandson?" 

   Luffy whistled lamely while refuting Qingjiao's words. 

   "Don't you admit it? Your pretending to be stupid is even more hateful than Garp. Do you know 

how humiliating I was in those years when I lost my cone?! This kind of unwillingness, this kind of 

sadness, you kid can't understand at all!" 

   "The ghost wants to understand you! And what nonsense are you talking about? Isn't your awl on 

your head?!" 

   "This is the benefactor who found the cone head for me. I haven't had the opportunity to repay 

them for so many years, so I came to participate in this competition. 



  But what the benefactor did has nothing to do with you, even if I get back the awl head, I will not 

forget your grandfather's sins! " 

Chapter 1192 This is the two-year effort of this worm 

   "What does what he did have anything to do with me! Also, I'm Lucy, not some Luffy!" 

   "Heh, now I'm more sure that you are that guy's grandson, and only members of your Monchi 

family have this kind of thinking." 

   From Qingjiao’s point of view, the first half of Luffy’s sentence is based on the premise that Garp is 

his grandfather, so he can ask this kind of question, and the latter sentence is more like trying to cover 

up. 

  Qingjiao doesn't know. Judging from the current situation, the intelligence of the Mengchi family is 

probably concentrated on the dragon, at least before the dragon doesn't have much plot and its own 

force has not been lost. 

  Boom! 

  Qingjiao's feet have crushed the ring below, and his beard is gradually flying up and down under the 

influence of momentum. 

   "It's useless to talk too much, just use your body to feel my resentment for decades!" 

  The domineering energy in the green pepper has also flowed in a special way, the mystery of the 

eight-treasure water army, the secret of the pillars of the past dynasties-the cone dragon cone nail. 

   It is not necessary to use your head to hit it, but a special way of exerting force. Whether you use 

your head, feet, or weapons, as long as you can open the ice continent, you are considered qualified. 

   So far, Lao Cai, the thirteenth generation of pillars, can’t say that he has truly mastered this 

mystery, and is still learning 

  In the past twelve generations of the Eight Treasures Navy, each pillar has been used in a different 

way. 

   It's just that the awl head of the green pepper has exerted its power to the maximum invisibly. 

   "Qingjiao, the leader of the Eight Treasures Navy, seems to be eyeing Lucy! They seem to have 

some grudges, and the players around them all avoid them wisely. Oh, no, there is one exception!" 

  Gaz's hasty commentary came from above, and his commentary even helped some players virtually, 

allowing some people to understand the new situation by listening. 

  At this moment, Gaz's voice suddenly became agitated. 

"It's Doflamingo, our king who loves and respects us, rushing all the way from the first half of the great 

distant voyage, killing all the guys who mocked us as a country of barbaric pirates, Dressrosa's 

murderous bullet! Bellamy ! 



  At today's grand event, this man wants to use his victory to fulfill his wish for many years, and to be 

promoted to a cadre of the Don Quixote family in an open and honest manner! 

   Known as a hyena, he launched a surprise attack on Qingjiao and Lucy! " 

  Bellamy, with a bounty of 195,000,000 Baileys, was killed by Luffy in Magic Valley Town, and today, 

two years later, he reappeared here. 

  He has no hatred for Luffy, that punch seems to have woken him up, making him no longer an ant 

watching the sky. 

  He was able to come here because of the adoration he had for Doflamingo in his heart. 

  After Diamanti was eliminated due to an "accident", people like Bellamy, who aimed at the cadres 

of the Don Quixote family, naturally became the new support objects of the audience. 

   "Straw hat! Look at the trick! Today I am not the same as I was two years ago!" 

  In addition to remembering Doflamingo, Luffy has always been remembered by Bellamy, and he 

really wants to discuss some things with him. 

  Amidst the cheers of the audience, Bellamy's legs turned into springs, which were constantly 

compressed and then bounced off again. Taking advantage of the surrounding environment of the 

arena, he was constantly using the springs to accumulate kinetic energy. 

   "Spring Fist!" 

Compared to two years ago, Bellamy has grown a lot, but now he obviously made the wrong choice. 

Qingjiao has already regarded Luffy as his prey, and wants to kill him by himself, but Bellamy, who tried 

to intervene, took the lead Attracted the attention of the green pepper. 

   "Don't come in the way, kid!" 

   Bellamy, who was aiming at Luffy, was thrown away by the green pepper punch before he even 

touched Luffy. The cheers from the audience just now were so intense, but now it is so embarrassing. 

  In the past, the bullfighting arena was a place for the Don Quixote family to play around. There 

were many people participating in the competition, but Diamanti, as the guardian of the ring, always 

showed an invincible posture and engraved his strength on himself. 

  But these people who are good at civil wars all look very weak when facing these top powerhouses 

in the sea. 

Diamanti, who was "carelessly" killed by the "unknown old man", and Bellamy, who was now smashed 

into the ground by green peppers, gave them a very special feeling-the Don Quixote family is very weak, 

and the previous strength was only Because there is no strong person. 

   "Boy, it seems that there are quite a few people who hate you." 

   "Well, I still remember him, it was Marlowe." 



   "It's Bellamy! You bastard, at least remember the name of your enemy? Forget it, this kind of thing 

has nothing to do with me, just die! Eight Punch Boxing Mystery · Cone Spike!" 

  Qingjiao put his hands together and clapped vigorously, then leaped into the air, condensed his 

arrogance at one point, and then slammed towards Luffy below. 

   "Appeared! It is the unique move of the leader Qingjiao, the legendary powerful weapon that can 

smash open the ice continent with one blow! 

   Facing Lu Xi, Qingjiao directly took out his strongest move! 

   But Lucy didn't fight against Qingjiao, he chose to avoid it. Wait! competition is over! The winners 

of Zone D, Luffy and Green Pepper! " 

  Gaz rubbed his eyes, and suddenly saw a very strange side. 

  Green Pepper's Cone Spike Spike is very powerful, there is no doubt about it, but Luffy abnormally 

did not choose to fight recklessly, but avoided it. 

   This is the result of Hero training him for two years, which made Luffy develop the habit of not 

fighting recklessly. 

  Because of attacking with the head, it is basically impossible for Qingjiao to turn in mid-air after 

locking on to the attack target, so after Luffy evaded, Qingjiao's Taperosaurus spike hit the ring like this. 

  The strength of Qingjiao, who recovered the cone head in advance, did not drop so terrifyingly. 

Under his head hammer, the ring was completely shattered, and the powerful shock wave even knocked 

Lao Cai and Abu away. 

  When all the dust settled, only Luffy and Qingjiao were left standing on the remaining stones, which 

directly triggered the condition for the end of the game. 

   "Is Luffy so lucky?" 

  Ace looked at Marco beside him, and thought that Luffy might be in a tough fight before, but now it 

seems that he underestimated Luffy's luck too much. 

   "Old man! This is a ring! What are you doing!" 

   Lao Cai who fell into the water chopped down a betta that was trying to attack him, and then asked 

Qingjiao very displeased. 

   "Bastard, Garp's grandson didn't fight hard? It's my carelessness." 

   Hearing Gaz's warning that he would lose his qualification if he continued to fight, Qingjiao 

temporarily suppressed his anger. 

   "Straw hat boy, you should cherish this last time, I will kill you in the final ring! Don't even think 

about running away, I will always keep an eye on you." 

   It was very meaningful for him to enter the final, so he didn't force his hand, but pulled his 

grandson out of the water, and walked back to the preparation stand angrily.𝞰𝒐𝚟𝔢𝐋𝔲𝓢𝒷.𝓒𝚘𝗆 



  After the game in Zone D, Redfield also made some preparations for Pa Dong, and he gave some 

leaves to Pa Dong. 

   "Okay, that's all, these are enough for you to advance." 

   "Oh, thank you boss, this is much more convenient." 

  These leaves are no longer ordinary leaves, but deformed leaves. 

  Padong’s own combat power is not strong, but he is an ability user in the form of dog and dog 

phantom beast and raccoon, and can transform various objects through the transforming leaf in his 

hand. 

   And he can also transform into a paintbrush, allowing Redfield to use his ability to illusion any 

character in memory. 

   Although these people can't play the strength of the original characters, they can reproduce their 

abilities. Even if they are weakened a lot, it is enough to deal with some enemies. 

  Padong himself can only transform objects such as telescopes, but with the help of Redfield, Padong 

can also transform some people in Redfield's memory. 

  These deformed leaves are Pa Dong's summoning contract. Among this group of fighters, Pa Dong is 

essentially an alternative summoner. 

   "Which game are you from?" 

   "Field F, there is still a while, Boss Ryder, by the way, did that girl agree to you?" 

   "No, pirates are not her favorite profession." 

   "Boss Ryder, do you still want to help her?" 

   "It depends on your mood. Who knows, let's go and come back when it's your turn." 

  Put Padong on his shoulders, and Redfield led him away from here. On the way to the auditorium, 

he happened to meet Yamato and the others, and then his body suddenly became stiff. 

   "What's the matter, Boss Ryder?" 

   "It's nothing, but this Dressrosa is much more interesting than I thought" 

  Mind reading has become his habit, and when faced with strangers who want to get to know him, 

Redfield always instinctively wants to activate this ability. 

  The Straw Hats, Rebecca, he has seen a lot of people he thinks are interesting, but he didn't expect 

there to be a group of strangers here. 

  When he looked at Yamato, all he saw was a blank space, and neither his memory nor his inner 

thoughts were observed by Redfield. 

  At first, he only thought that the other party was strong enough, whether it was the bounty or 

status, or how much other people valued her, it could reflect this. 



  So he shifted his gaze to the person next to him, but before he could see anything, a black dragon 

appeared there and "kicked" him out. 

  He has encountered many people who can block perception alone, but this is the first time that a 

group can block it. 

  The island residents with amnesia, the unpredictable Yamato group, the innocent straw hat and 

Rebecca, for Redfield, this is probably the best voyage since his comeback. 

What prevented Redfield from peeping was naturally the consciousness of Zekrom in the spiritual space. 

They just met each other and did not have any more intersections, but in the corner of the bullfighting 

arena, a navy couldn't help but rubbed Wipe the sweat off your brow. 

   "Here is Lieutenant General Maynard, reporting the latest situation. The Hundred Beast Pirates Gui 

Ji has led a team to the bullfighting arena. There are six members in the same party, and five of them 

have a bounty of over 100 million. 

  BIG MOM Pirates have discovered that Katakuri, Daifuku, Owen, and Homitz soldiers made by BIG 

MOM are guarding the ship by the sea. 

  Whitebeard Pirates is headed by the phoenix Marco, Diamond Joz and Fire Fist Ace lead the 

Dikalban brothers, the Ice Witch Whitedibe, the exact number is unknown. 

  Finally, it seems that I found the Lonely One. Ah! " 

  Maynard suddenly let out a scream, and then there was no movement. 

   "Lieutenant General Maynard? Lieutenant General Maynard! What happened? Please answer, 

please answer!" 

  Anxious inquiries came from the phone bug, but there was no answer. They could only hear the 

sound of liquid dripping on the ground. 

  Behind Maynard, the broken-armed Shiryu hung up the phone bug with a bloodthirsty smile. 

   "Sure enough, the navy is here too" 

   In fact, I have been paying off debts piecemeal, already 4k.jpg 

Chapter 1193 The gold content of Shichibukai and his deputy 

Shiliu of the Rain, a man who has just been strengthened by the version, originally served as the warden 

in the city of advancement, he was imprisoned by Magellan on the sixth floor because of bloodthirsty, 

and joined the Blackbeard Pirates during the prison break riot caused by Blackbeard . 

  If there was no antidote provided by Shiliu, Blackbeard and his gang would probably be directly in 

the city of advancement. 

   It's just that he still didn't prolong the lifespan of the Blackbeard's group. Under Ba Hai's joint 

attack, Xiliu became the only survivor of the Blackbeard's group, and has been wandering to this day. 

  Although he lost his left arm, as a right-handed person, the impact is not too great. 



  Sneak attack is his forte, and there is a huge gap in the rank of vice admiral. It is very normal for 

Maynard to be attacked and fell by Shileu. 

   Logically speaking, the conflict between him and the navy is not that great, and it is meaningless to 

attack Maynard here, after all, more than half of his news has been spread. 

  He did this without any meaning other than to give the Navy an early warning. 

   But he still did it, the reason is very simple, he wanted to kill people. 

  For Shilio, killing people is like smoking and drinking, and not seeing blood will make him very upset. 

  He just happened to meet Maynard who was reporting the situation, so he took the opportunity to 

sneak attack him. There was also some Shileu's resentment in it. He didn't have a good sense of 

members of the navy and the world government. 

  From the beginning to the end, Shiliu didn't think that he had done anything wrong, but he chopped 

up some prisoners and the jailer who blocked him, so there was no fuss at all. 

   It is that Magellan has been adhering to the so-called rules, and believes that Shiliu has no right to 

kill the prisoners unless they violate the rules. 

  So if he had to cut one, he would probably pick someone like the navy. 

  If it is said that Xiliu killed people in Advance City because he hated pirates, then Magellan could still 

understand, and Magellan did choose to turn a blind eye at first. 

   But as Shiliu began to kill innocent people indiscriminately, even the jailer, Magellan understood 

that this guy just liked killing, so he was locked up. 

   "It's not enough. The arena where life and death matter, it should make me feel good." 

   Swinging the blood off the blade, Shiliu withdrew the blade and walked towards the ring. As for 

what will happen to Maynard, that has nothing to do with him. 

   He deserved it if he died, and it was his fate that he didn't die. This was Shiliu's thinking at this time. 

   At this time, Pika also started working. 

   "Master Pika, the arena has been broken again, please go and repair it." 

   "Why is it broken again?" 

  In the past, the arena would be damaged, but a simple repair was enough, and he was not needed 

at all. As a result, in a total of four matches today, only two of them were completely destroyed. 

   Without using his stone fruit ability, it is impossible to quickly repair it. 

   "It's Mr. Qingjiao Pika of the Eight Treasures Navy, we can't control this kind of thing, we can only 

rely on you." 

   "Damn, Diamanti lost, but the game is still going on, what is Dover's plan?" 



   He complained a bit, but Pica still used his ability to help them repair the ring. After all, this was 

Doflamingo's plan, and he was obliged to help him carry it out. 

"With the help of Lord Pika, the ring was quickly restored, and the competition in Area E is now starting. 

This one also brought together many famous people, the bounty hunter Jean Ango! The professional 

killer of the Kingdom of Mojara Fan Ku brothers. 

  Shiliu, the guardian of Changyu, advances forward, and one of the Shichibukai under the king! A 

colleague of our great king not long ago, the owner of Bucky Express, Qianliangdaohua-Bucky! " 

The crowd poured into the ring from different directions. Unlike da Gama's behavior of buying other 

players, Bucky's supreme luck seemed to have played a role. There were nearly 200 people in the ring, 

and a quarter of them were Bucky. younger brother. 

   "Hahahaha! Little ones! Go to fight, in order for this uncle to advance smoothly, go and fight with 

these guys!" 

"oh!" 

  Bucky's younger brothers are all confident. From their point of view, this is Bucky deliberately giving 

them a chance to show off. Only one of them is not very happy. 

   "Why. I was pulled here by you!" 

  Mr. 3 looked dejected. He was doing well in the audience, but before the start of the game, Bucky's 

younger brother suddenly ran over, saying that he had signed up for him, and forced Mr. 3 into the ring. 

   "No way, you know the strength of Mochi and the others, you know the real situation, you are 

trustworthy, and you can protect me here, I can only think of you, 3." 

   "Bucky, do you actually trust me that much?" 

   "Of course, this is the friendship we left behind in the city of advancement. Facing those jailor 

beasts, the poison of that **** with diarrhea, and the army wolves on the fifth floor, how could I forget 

these things." 

   "Come on! I don't believe your words! If the situation is not right, I will immediately admit defeat, 

don't try to drag me into the water!" 

  Baki’s words were very provocative, but Mr. 3 resisted this, and stayed true to his heart and 

remained unmoved. In this case, the competition in Area E was also announced to begin. 

   "Candle Fortress!" 

  At the beginning of the match, Mr. 3 directly used his ability to build a wall-like fortification in a 

corner of the ring, and he and Bucky directly hid behind the wall. 

   "It's not over yet, armed with candles!" 

  Mr. 3 waved his big hand, and Bucky's younger brothers on the field immediately put on a layer of 

candle armor, and also had more equipment such as spears, shields, and swords in their hands, and 

instantly created a fully armed army. 



   "That's it, go little ones, kill all the enemies!" 

  On the city wall, Bucky laughed arrogantly, and Bucky's men also rushed forward under his orders 

and encouragement, and quickly eliminated a large number of enemies by virtue of their superiority in 

numbers. 

   "Baki's men have formed a terrifying army. Is this Shichibukai's hole card? But our king is stronger. 

  So far, Bucky has not made a move like the previous Elizabello II. I don’t know if he also has a big 

move like King’s Fist. Let us wait and see! " 

After all, Bucky's subordinates are organized, and Mr. 3's candle armor is extremely strong, and a large 

number of players have been kicked out of the field by them. Under such circumstances, the rest of the 

team also started to join forces, planning to clean up Bucky first. This group of people who don't talk 

about martial arts. 

   But at this time, someone has been sneaking up to pick up the weapons they dropped on the 

ground. 

   And throwing picked-up weapons at others, Gene the Looter, a bounty hunter in the New World, 

claims to be a sniper, but the way of sniping is to throw other people's weapons. 

   "There are a lot of bounty criminals, I really want to exchange all of you guys for bounties, it's all 

this nasty Shichibukai system." 

  Shichibukai and his subordinates are not wanted, even if they are given to the navy, they will not be 

exchanged for bounties, so looking at those guys under Bucky's protection, Gene can only be envious. 

   But soon he found his target - Shiliu. 

  Jean's intelligence capabilities are outrageous. In order to prevent panic, the world government 

chose to conceal the matter of the city of advancement, and even the navy did not arrest those wanted 

criminals with great fanfare. 

  But apart from the prison escape team headed by Luffy and others, Gene has figured out exactly 

which prisoners escaped from LV6, and has been looking for their traces.𝑛𝑶𝑣𝖊𝒍𝓊𝐬𝒷.𝑐𝒪𝚖 

   Now that he saw the leader Shiliu, Gene was still very excited. Seeing that Shiliu was killing other 

players, he saw the opportunity and threw several weapons at Shiliu in a row. 

   But before these weapons touched Shiliu, they were cut off by Shiliu. 

  The hideous scar on the left face and the blood splashed on it made Shiliu look like an evil spirit. 

When he saw someone who dared to attack him, he immediately turned around and attacked Jean. 

   "Shiliu! You are one of the few lv6 jailbreakers who have been rewarded by the world government. 

Get ready to go back to your home! I will make a name for myself by arresting you!" 

   "Catch me? Very good, the blood of an arrogant person like you should be more beautiful." 

  Pfft! 



   As soon as the words fell, Shiliu had passed through the barrage of weapons thrown by Jean and 

came to him, and Thunderstorm slashed obliquely from top to bottom in his hand. 

   "So weak, can't you even struggle and scream before death?" 

  Looking at Jin who was about to be cut in half, Shiliu's face was full of disdain. He felt that he had 

wasted his mood by this man, and then he stared at Bucky who was pointing the country on the candle 

wall. 

   "That's right! Keep going, little ones, those two guys are about to die! So what if they can fit 

together? They are still no match for my Lord Bucky!" 

   "Hey, you didn't make a move at all, okay? Where did you have the courage to say that?" 

  Mr. 3 was fulfilling his duty of complaining about Bucky, and below, a large number of Bucky's 

younger brothers had forced the Fanku Brothers to the edge of the ring. 

  As the elder brother, Kelly is short in stature and small in stature, but has a fierce personality. Once 

someone ridicules him as a dwarf, he will attack the opponent crazily, even if the opponent has fainted. 

He is not weak, but he is not strong either. 

  The younger brother Bobby is tall and tall, and he is a different kind. He can ignore most attacks 

based on his physical strength alone, and even a sharp axe will break him in half. 

  But his character is extremely cowardly, and he would rather be beaten than fight back. 

  After the two brothers join forces, the pirates with over 100 million dollars are no match for them, 

because Kelly is a user of the jacket fruit. When he turns into a jacket for his younger brother to wear, 

he can manipulate his younger brother's powerful body. 

   Logically speaking, Bucky's younger brothers are not the opponents of this pair of brothers, but 

they didn't give Kelly a chance to activate his abilities at the beginning, and used the advantage of 

numbers to separate them, and they insisted on eliminating this not weak pair in advance. 

   "Third brother's armor is really reliable, these guys can't hurt me at all." 

A pirate praised Mr. 3's ability, but these words were stuck behind his back like a flag, and a sword 

swept across from the side. Even with Mr. 3's armor, Bucky Express's pirate fell down. A large piece. 

  The armor was chopped off, and blood immediately sprinkled half of the field. 

   Looking at Shiliu who was getting closer, Bucky's younger brothers tried to resist, but they were not 

opponents at all, and finally looked at Bucky. 

   "Captain Bucky! Help! This guy is too powerful, we are no match!" 

   "Captain Bucky! Help us, this guy just wants to kill people!" 

   Facing his younger brother's request for help, Bucky had to stand up pretending to be calm. 

   "Shiliu! You bastard, stop me, your opponent is my uncle!" 



   "Qian Liang Daohua Bucky, you have become Qi Wuhai, do you really think you have the strength 

of Qi Wuhai? You are too arrogant to be locked up on the first floor." 

   "That's because you don't know the real power of this uncle, try my unique skill, the special bucky 

bomb!" 

  Bucky raised his foot to touch the mechanism and was about to fire a bucky bomb, but he forgot 

one thing. Just now, for the sake of being handsome and safe, he asked Mr. 3 to buy himself a set of 

candle armor. 

  At this time, his feet were wrapped in candles, so the bomb was fired on himself. 

 Chapter 1194 Invincible funny character, Gui Ji's personal guard 

  Boom! 

  The high temperature generated by the explosion of the bucky bomb melted the candle armor 

made by Mr. 3. Although the wax made by Mr. 3 is as hard as steel, it still retains the original nature of 

the wax - heat-resistant. 

  Under the influence of the heat, the wax block instantly melted, and the power of the Bucky bomb 

successfully emptied Bucky's little brother, and even Bucky himself was blown to pieces under the 

influence of the explosion. 

  Because his feet were close to the source of the explosion, he moved towards the periphery of the 

ring, and was finally swallowed by a leaping fighting fish. 

   "It's bad! Captain Bucky's foot was eaten by a fish!" 

  The younger brothers who fell into the water became anxious when they saw this scene, and an 

outrageous scene of people chasing fish also appeared outside the ring. 

   "Baki of Shichibukai created a big explosion! The effect is very significant, at least under this 

explosion, there are not many people left in the ring! 

   But in this way, he will face Shiliu directly. Is this Qi Wuhai's confidence? It seems that he didn't 

make a move before, just because there is no character worthy of him! " 

  Gaz worked hard to praise Bucky. After all, Doflamingo used to be Shichibukai, so to praise Bucky 

for rounding is to praise Doflamingo. 

  If someone lowers Qibukai's overall level, then Doflamingo will lose face, even if the information he 

has announced so far indicates that he is no longer Qibukai. 

   "Shiliu launched a fierce slash at Bucky, but Bucky dodged all his attacks! No matter how he swings 

the knife, he can't touch Bucky's body!" 

  Fragmented fruit is the nemesis of slashing. In the face of slashing, the ability user of slashing fruit 

will directly split into several pieces. 

  In the war on the top, even Hawkeye just sliced Bucky into thin slices and failed to cause effective 

damage. 



  Either the eagle eye is useless, or the fruit ability of the split fruit is actually a kind of passive, it will 

automatically split before the slash is about to come, just like Katakuri's, it can completely defeat the 

enemy's attack. 

   If so, then this passive is even more troublesome in some ways. 

Seeing that the slash was ineffective, Xiliu raised his leg and kicked Bucky, but before Shiliu's attack hit, 

Bucky suddenly moved, and his torn body seemed to be uncontrollably, along the periphery of the ring. 

Fly around. 

This is because of the previous betta fish. Bucky's ability is based on his feet. No matter how scattered 

his body is, he can't leave his feet too far. Once he exceeds this radius, he will be forcibly taken to his 

feet. near the feet. 

  The betta fish was swimming at the edge of Bucky's ability at this time, and Bucky's feet were eaten 

into the fish's stomach, so his body was moving with the betta fish uncontrollably.𝑛𝗈𝑣𝖾𝗅𝐔𝔰𝒷.𝗰𝑶𝗆 

Shiliu's knowledge and knowledge were not able to predict Bucky's next move. This is because Bucky 

himself does not know what will happen in the next moment. Simple prediction is useless. Only the state 

of predicting the future can predict the future at this time. Sentenced to Bucky for his actions. 

   The more he couldn't cut Bucky, the angrier Shiliu became, and the angrier he became, the more 

he wanted to cut him. 

Bucky's younger brothers in the audience were catching fish, and Xiliu was catching Bucky on the stage. 

Unfortunately, all the people who appeared on the path were cut down by Shiliu. Mr. 3, who was hiding 

in the corner, couldn't help trembling, but the next moment , he realized something. 

   "Candle Boat!" 

  A huge candle boat appeared around, and then Mr. 3 shouted loudly: "If you don't want to die, get 

on the boat! That madman is really trying to kill you!" 

  After Bucky's explosion cleared the field and Shiliu's massacre, the arena in Zone E was full of 

stumps and arms. 

  Katakuri, Redfield's battle was exciting, but the crushing was so exaggerated that the audience 

couldn't see what happened, and the game was over. 

  Shiliu's blood-splattered style of play is more suitable for today's bullfighting arena, but for the 

players, this cruel game is not so friendly. 

   Seeing that he couldn't beat him, Shiliu kept chasing and killing Bucky, and the rest of them ran 

onto the boat of life made by Mr. 3. 

   "Gal Tino took advantage of the rules! His ability can actually make ships! But I despise this kind of 

behavior, this way is not passionate at all! 

  Now there are only two people left in the ring, the winners of the E area, Shiliu of the Rain and Baki 

of Qianliang Daohua! " 



  Although he was not happy, Gaz announced the result. 

"asshole." 

  Looking at Bucky, who was almost unharmed, Shiliu was surprisingly angry. This guy ran chaotically, 

and he chased and beat him for a long time, but he couldn't touch him. 

  If he hadn't longed for the power of the Shocking Fruit and didn't want to go offline, he would have 

ignored the rules and directly chopped Bucky. 

   But at this time, he had already killed many people. For a more ambitious goal, he temporarily 

suppressed his desire, put away his knife and left here. 

  Bucky didn't go so well, and his brethren had quite a struggle to grab the betta and get Bucky's feet 

out of it. 

  But Bucky took advantage of the opportunity to reap a wave of prestige. His younger brothers felt 

that Bucky and Mr. 3 did this to save others from Shiliu's grasp. 

  The competition in Zone E didn't damage the ring, at least there was no need for Pica to show up. 

After cleaning the blood stains and repairing the vacancy, the competition in Group F followed closely. 

   "It's really an interesting grouping. The three of us are actually grouped together, but bows are not 

allowed in this competition, which is quite annoying." 

   "Do you still need a weapon for this kind of thing? Have you forgotten what your ability is? 

  I don't see anything difficult to deal with. If you still rely on weapons for this kind of thing, then you 

should go back and reshape, Speed. " 

   "The truth is this, but can you put down your four knives before talking about this?" 

  Speed and Solitia were bickering with each other, which was considered their daily activity. 

The rules of the bullfighting arena first affect the archers and snipers on the sea. Unless it is a weird 

sniper like Gene the Predator, who can pick up a weapon and throw it as a bullet, otherwise his strength 

will be affected. some impact. 

  At least for Speed, her best long-distance attack method was sealed just like that. 

  Solletia is different. The ability of the two-tailed monster has made her a four-sword style. At this 

time, she is checking her weapon in front of Speed. 

   "No way, who told you to use a bow." 

   "Damn it, you are no match for me without a bow and arrow, why don't we try fighting once!" 

   "Okay, what's the fuss about this, anyway, let's just make up the number, the final winner must be 

the eldest lady, it doesn't matter if we advance or not." 

  Mizeka, who was not involved, smoothed things over and ended the debate between the two. 



   "Even if you want to fight, wait until you get the others out first. Don't you think this is very similar 

to the beginning?" 

   "If you say that, it really looks a bit like it." 

  Mizeka’s words reminded the three of them of the days when Kaido was selecting suitable 

subordinates for Yamato, and the selection method was fighting. 

  Although they did not form a three-person team at that time, they could be regarded as persevering 

in the melee to the end. With so many years of cooperation, they have long been used to this kind of 

arena battle. 

   "Although the protagonist is the eldest lady, we have to work hard, otherwise. I don't want to be 

affected by Governor Kaido, how about you?" 

  Solletia seemed to have thought of a very scary picture. Following Yamato has many benefits. The 

eldest lady is not only powerful, but also doesn't like to put on airs. She also has a lot of benefits. 

  Because of Yamato, the three of them also have a lot of extra things. 

  Although this is what they exchanged for the initial fight, but the relationship between Yamato is 

still indispensable. 

   But this position is also risky. There is only one Missy, but there are more than one Missy's 

attendants. 

  But Yamato himself is not the type to change people when he is not satisfied, so what they worry 

about is not being replaced, but that Kaido thinks they are too weak and will arrest them for special 

training. 

  Even Yamato and Quinn, two thick-skinned people who are beaten every day, couldn't stand Kaido's 

special training. One can imagine how tragic it was. 

   "Governor Kaido shouldn't care about such things, right?" 

   "Don't lie to yourself, Speed, where the eldest lady is, there will always be Captain Kaido's 

attention, and there are so many big people here, sooner or later there will be big movements, come 

on." 

  The words of Solitia and Mizeka seemed to make Speed a little more tragic. For their own bright 

future, the three finally stepped onto the ring with all their strength. 

   "Everyone! According to the past practice, this should be the final, but the attraction of the 

Zhenzhen Fruit is too huge. Players from all over the world have come, and now the competition in the F 

area is about to begin. 

   Let's see who are the star players today! 

  Admiral of the Tamaria Grand Fleet, Killing Ruler-Olumbus! It is said that his whip has magical 

powers, which can make the enemy obey his orders uncontrollably! 

  The original bounty hunters, the instigators of the world government bombings, Jeter and Yabudra! 



  Taigu Repante, Army Commander of the Kingdom of Dressrosa! 

   There is also the strongest pirate group in the sea today, the numbered trio of the Beast Pirates! 

   As we all know, Beast Kaido ranks his subordinates by numbers. Although the numbers of these 

three are all outside the top 20, don't underestimate them! 

  Because they have another identity, Gui Ji's personal guards! " 

   This is already the sixth game that Gaz has hosted. Under the high-intensity commentary, Gaz's 

voice has been slightly broken, but this cannot conceal the excitement in his emotions. 

  Whitebeard's death ushered in Kaido's era. At that moment, everyone knew that Beasts had 

become the most powerful pirate group, and Kaido was also the man closest to the position of One 

Piece. 

   Now that the players of Hundred Beasts are officially participating, even if they are not big cadres, 

they are enough to attract their attention. 

  Chapter 1195 Pokémon Strike Together, Phantoms Reincarnated from the Dirt 

   "Luffy, although it may be a bit cruel to say this, you'd better watch their battles carefully. Judging 

from your previous performance, you are at their level at most." 

  The number 21 is very conspicuous on the back of the vest worn by Speed, and this is also Marko's 

estimate of Luffy. Judging from the current performance, it should be said to be overestimated. 

   "Marco" 

   "Don't interrupt me Ace, he is your younger brother, if you want to benefit him, you have to let him 

understand what kind of strength he is. 

  The new world is very cruel. If you don't pay attention, you will die without a whole body. Guys who 

don't know themselves clearly will sink to the bottom of the sea sooner or later. " 

  Looking at Ace’s face and Luffy’s hard work when he was on the top of the war, Marco is willing to 

say a few more words to him. If someone who has nothing to do with him dies outside, they won’t say a 

word. 

   "I remember you were going to challenge Kaido? You were also on the battlefield at the time, do 

you remember what Dad's last words were? "Don't take revenge", this is Dad's last request to 

us."𝗇𝑜𝑣𝑬𝓵𝗎𝓈𝑩.𝚌𝒪𝗆 

  Marco didn't expect Luffy to remember this, so he simply said the answer. 

   "According to Dad's character, he probably thinks it was a fair fight, but there is another reason. 

Kaido two years ago is an opponent that we can never defeat in Dad's perception. 

  So Straw Hat, you'd better think clearly before you act. " 



  Hearing what Marco said, Hero nodded again and again, and took a pineapple from the side and 

handed it to Marco. Although he hadn't peeled the skin, Marco gnawed it directly, which can be called a 

ruthless person. 

   "And there is another problem. Their numbers can only be used as a reference, and they cannot 

always be believed. In rare cases, a larger number may not necessarily be weaker than a smaller 

number. 

  Although the ranking is based on strength, there is still a bit of the favor of beasts in it. Some people 

will be embarrassed to challenge each other because of their private relationship, so they have 

remained the same. 

   Some of them are unable to beat each other because of the fighting style. In short, it is very 

complicated. " 

  As for how Marco knew this, it can only be said that someone from the Whitebeard Pirates 

overturned on it. 

  Marco's words are very meaningful, but I don't know how much Luffy listened to. 

   While Marko was doing science popularization, the battle in Area F had already begun. Although 

they didn't see any powerful enemies, Speed and the others directly set up a triangular formation to 

prevent the possibility of overturning. 

   "Numbers determine strength! Obviously, Speed at the front is the strongest of the three! What 

kind of power can N0.21 exert?" 

  The system of numberers has both advantages and disadvantages. It can deter opponents very well, 

and it will also expose their strength to a certain extent. 

There are no clear requirements for the position of the number, and it may not even be drawn on the 

body. Solitia's number 22 is on the helmet, but Mizeka's 23 is on the back of the neck. can not see. 

  The result of exposing numbers is that larger numbers are more likely to be used as breakthroughs. 

Now the three of them form an inverted triangle formation, Mizeka is at the end, Solitia and Speed are 

separated on both sides of the front, and Mizeka, whose number is exposed and bigger, is being 

targeted . 

Snapped! 

  With the sound of a whip, the bodies of several people in the bullfighting arena suddenly stood in a 

row uncontrollably, and then a big hand grabbed the person at the front. 

   "Admiral Bowling!" 

  A mercenary was thrown out by Orombus, and then thrown in the direction of Soletia. 

Looking at the human ball that was attacking, Solitia, who turned into a two-tailed monster, stretched 

out her two arms behind her. These two arms are stronger and more flexible in movement. Attack of 

Orombus. 



   "Finally someone dares to fight with us? It's a little bit of guts." 

   "Stop joking! Woman! It was your people back then who stole my boat!" 

   Orombus set his sights on the Beasts from the very beginning. Back then, Jack snatched ten ships 

from the Jota Maria Grand Fleet. 

  Because of faithfully fulfilling Kaido's purpose, Jack just took ten ships and did nothing else. 

   But for Orombus, this was the first time he was robbed in public since he was in command of the 

Jota Maria convoy, and he always kept this incident in his mind. 

   "Do you know this kind of thing?" 

"Can not remember." 

   "I still remember, but I remember that it seems that the eldest lady's pet killed that boat group." 

  Pet refers to Banjila, who is more than ten meters tall and can summon sea stone sandstorms with a 

wave of his hand. Although what they said is true, to Orombus, what they say is like adding salt to the 

wound. 

   "Bastard. Do you think you are that kind of monster? Let you know how powerful this admiral is!" 

After that day, Orombus devoted himself to researching the cadre structure of Beasts. Disaster-level big 

cadres, single-digit senior cadres, and double-digit numbers are also cadres, but their strength is insane 

compared to single-digit ones. Different. 

   Coupled with the fact that Speed and the others seem to be thin women, and the numbers are also 

greater than 20, Orombus thinks they are not that difficult to deal with. 

   "Admiral. Lore arm clamp!" 

  Olumbus basically relied on brute force to fight, and he didn't have any skills. At this time, he was 

like a wild bear, rushing towards Soletia with heavy steps. 

  But he seems to have forgotten one thing, even if his target is Soletia alone, the three of them are in 

the same group. 

   "Mizeka, do it!" 

   "Here we come, it's already ready!" 

Just now, Mizeka's tail has been in the pool outside the field, maintaining a water storage movement. 

For water-type ability users, if they can use the water from the outside world, they can greatly reduce 

their own consumption. At this time, Mizeka Zeka has already stored a large amount of seawater in his 

body. 

  As for the fighting fish in the sea, that kind of creature poses no threat to them at all. 

   Facing the rushing Oronbus, Mizeka pulled out his tail from the water, and the high-pressure water 

jet directly directed at Orombus. 



  At the same time, Speed's front hooves hit the ground of Thunderbolt, and two electric currents 

shot out immediately, and combined with Mizeka's water flow in midair, they turned into a combined 

attack and hit Orombus. 

   Zila! 

  The seawater wetted Orombus's body, and the electric current also soaked into every part of his 

body along with the seawater. At this time, Soletia had already drawn a knife and came to him. 

   "Four swordsmen combined · Weird Tail Slash!" 

   "Beautiful combination! Thanks to being members of the Beast Pirates, they showed the most 

terrifying power of all beasts - the ability of phantom beasts! 

   Everyone must know that phantom beasts are devil fruits that are rarer than natural ones. Ability 

users not only have the physique of animals, but also use the power of nature! 

  Mizeka is an extremely rare person with the ability to use water. Combined with lightning and 

slashing, the three of them are indeed Gui Ji's personal guards! Orombus is not their opponent at all, 

and has lost his fighting power at this time! 

  The seed player in Zone F, Olumbus is out! " 

Orombus became the first seed player to leave the F zone. At this time, Gaz was still flattering the 

beasts, but Mizeka and the others had already started a new round of battle. The only one who 

promised him was the Yamato cheering on his subordinates. 

  Although Orombus was quickly killed by the combined attack of the three, after that, they did not 

intend to stop. Mizeka and Speed further activated their abilities, as if they wanted to use water and 

electricity to quickly kill all opponents. 

   It was at this time that the changes on the field became prominent. 

   "What?! What is this? Why did the legendary pirate appear here?! This is really incredible! Is this 

the ability of Tanuki?!" 

  Padong just now was besieged by other players, so he had no choice but to take out the deformed 

blades made by Redfield and him, and finally used them in the ring. 

  "Those present may not know them, so let me solemnly introduce them. The man on the left is the 

general marshal of the current world government, the former admiral of the navy, Steel Bones Kong! 

   And the other man. He is also the legend of the year, the great pirate golden lion Shi Ke of the same 

era as Roger! " 

   This is a deformed leaf made by Redfield based on his own memory, and there are very few 

opponents worth remembering by Redfield, and all of them are leaders of the era. 

  However, the transfigured characters are directly related to the ability user after all. The ability user 

of the raccoon fruit is Pa Dong, and it is impossible to reproduce the full strength of those monsters. It 

can even be said that there is no one in ten. 



   But even so, the phantom can still preserve the master's abilities, sword skills, physical skills, and 

devil fruit abilities without exception. This is undoubtedly a disaster for other players. 

   "Two, knock everyone out of the ring!" 

   It took a lot of hard work to transform the two leaves that the Red Earl had drawn for him. Under 

Pa Dong's order, the young Kong and the golden lion who had not yet broken their legs immediately 

launched a series of fierce attacks on the surrounding people. 

  The transfigured dummy seems to have lost its agility, silently executing orders like a puppet. 

"Kong" clenched his fists and punched forward, quickly clearing out an empty area, while the "Golden 

Lion" showed it more directly. He didn't have a broken leg, but he just held a pair of swords and killed all 

directions in the crowd. , like entering no man's land. 

  Even without the ability to use Piao Piao Fruit, Golden Lion is still a great swordsman. Even if his 

strength is greatly reduced, it is enough to deal with this kind of scene. 

   "What a terrifying ability! It can actually conjure up the phantoms of the strong in the past! What 

kind of waves will these old legends cause!" 

  "Kong"'s boxing and "Golden Lion"'s slash can take away a large number of players every time, but 

Speed and the others did not panic, but tentatively fought against them. 

   "With this kind of strength, it can be dealt with." 

   "Indeed, it's just a real phantom. This kind of ability is stronger than Olga-sama." 

   Seems to have heard what Speed and Mizeka said, Padong took out his hands, and another pile of 

deformed leaves appeared in his hands. 

  Chapter 1196 Behind the delivery of friends, advanced AI substitutes 

"What's the situation! Is Padong, who looks like a civet cat, actually a dark horse?! Today's Dressrosa is 

really Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon! The people he summoned are quite terrifying, and they seem to 

be capable people ah! 

   Judging people by appearance is the biggest mistake. The game is not over yet. How many 

monsters did this shocking fruit attract? ! " 

  Golden Lion, Kong, these two people are too far away for Gaz. 

  Golden Lion was imprisoned in Advance City after making a fuss about Marlin Fandor. Although he 

successfully escaped from prison, he lost to Yamato before he could make any big noise. 

  The tide of the times never stops. For Gaz, who basically never goes abroad and gives his own 

speeches every day, the Golden Lion is already an antique-level figure. 

   What's more, the golden lion in Redfield's impression is still a middle-aged golden lion, so Gaz can't 

name him at all, he just thinks he looks very powerful. 



  Sora is also in a similar situation. Now that the era of the Warring States Period is over, the Admiral 

of the Navy has been replaced by Akainu. 

   Kong himself is alive and well, and has been promoted from admiral to general marshal, but the 

news of him at sea has gradually faded. 

The admiral of the navy doesn't usually have a chance to do it, let alone the general admiral. Some 

people living in Dressrosa may have heard his name on the news, but there are very few ordinary people 

who remember him . 

  In the eyes of the audience here, as long as the fighting is exciting enough, then the identity is not 

important. 

  Padong's transformation with the shape-shifting leaf has the greatest influence on the pirates, 

especially the lieutenants of the Four Emperors, such as Marco and Katakuri. 

   "Hey, are you kidding? This ability is too foul." 

Marco looked at the competition in the arena and couldn't help sighing, just now a betta fish launched a 

surprise attack on the golden lion near the outside of the arena, the golden lion just turned sideways to 

avoid the betta fish's surprise attack, and in the process took advantage of Water brought up by betta 

fish. 

Under the influence of his ability, the sea water below the court turned into a ferocious male lion, 

roaring and rushing towards the other contestants on the ring. The F area is directly divided into several 

areas. 

   "What's wrong? Is that blond uncle a famous person?" 

"Famous? He used to be a man at the apex, a big pirate of the same era as Dad, and even Roger was 

cornered by him. If it weren't for the weird weather, the ending of the Advor naval battle might have 

been different." is going to change 

  Captain of the Flying Pirates, Admiral of the Golden Lion Pirates Fleet, Flying Pirate-Golden Lion 

Shiji, he has quite a few titles. 

  As for the man next to him, if I’m not mistaken, he’s the former Admiral of the Navy, with empty 

steel bones, and they’re all monsters from the old times.” 

   "Is that so? It turns out that the civet cats around Ryder are so powerful." 

   "Ryder. Is that so? That's not surprising." 

  Luffy’s words seem to have answered some doubts in Marko’s mind, and made him understand why 

an ordinary tanuki can project these monsters from the old era. 

   It seems that these projections are inseparable from Redfield. If this is the case, then everything 

makes sense. 

   As a remnant of the old days, Redfield understands that these guys are normal. 



   "I don't know what this ability is, but the strength of the projection is much worse than the original 

ones, and the civet cat's body is too weak." 

The Padong that ate the fruit is just a special civet cat. Even with the help of Redfield's power, the power 

of the projection will not be too strong. Projection may have more value. 

  At this time, the Golden Lion and Kong are killing all sides in the arena. Whether it is the Golden 

Lion relying on ability or Kong relying on a pair of fists, they both pose a fatal threat to ordinary players. 

  Even if these are just super weakened versions, these ordinary gladiators cannot deal with them. 

  But as Marco said, Padong’s body is his weakness. Even if he can use the deformed leaf to create 

the projection of a strong man, he is still a weak civet cat. 

   On a chaotic battlefield, finding a corner to hide would be the best choice. Unfortunately, in this 

narrow arena, he has no room to hide. 

  Speed's hooves bumped against the ground a few times, bursts of gunpowder smoke suddenly 

appeared at Speed's feet, and the heat extended upwards, quickly covering her whole body, and Speed, 

wrapped in flames, rushed straight forward. 

   "Mizeka! Cover me! Solitia, follow me! I'll clear the way for you, you go and kill that civet cat!" 

  Olga made them understand that in the face of this kind of enemy, it is meaningless to defeat more 

phantom projections, and they will always be led by the nose if they don't solve the main body. 

  Padong's ability does not have Olga's ability to deceive perception in terms of expression, so Speed 

quickly made a choice. 

   Noisy is noisy, noisy is noisy, when they are serious, they can trust each other unconditionally and 

hand over their backs to each other to take care of them. 

  Mizeka, who was leaning against the pool, had also turned into an anti-aircraft cannon. The water 

flow in her body was compressed and endowed with extremely high kinetic energy, opening up a way 

forward for Speed and the others. 

  "The sea water was used by Mizeka with the power of a cannon! The way forward has been 

opened, but someone has already targeted her! Can the sniper who lost the protection of his 

teammates deal with the new enemy?!" 

Gaz's commentary came in real time. It was a melee here, and there was no clear enemy. Some people 

saw that Solitia and Speed, who were protecting in front, had already gone to deal with Padong, and 

then they followed the single one. Mizeka. 

   "No one will protect you now, right?" 

   "Please leave here first!" 

   Jeter and Abdra, who were wanted for blowing up an important organ of the world government, 

Jeter, who was dressed in a Middle Eastern style, killed two players and launched a surprise attack on 

Mizeka with Abdra. 



  Gaz's commentary has already explained Mizeka's situation, but neither Speed nor Solitia chose to 

return to help, and they didn't even turn their heads.𝒏𝐎𝗏𝑬𝔩𝑈𝑠𝓑.𝗰𝗈𝓜 

   This is also their trust. They believe that Mizeka has the ability to deal with opponents on the field. 

In fact, this is exactly the case. Sharp nails suddenly popped out from the front of Mizeka's finger. With 

the domineering effect, the black claws and short daggers attacked Jeter and Abdra in front of him, even 

in the process. In the middle, she still maintains her fire suppression. 

On the other hand, Pa Dong's situation is more urgent. The Golden Lion and Kong's projections are 

fighting in other areas. The empty door is wide open in front of Pa Dong, and his choice to deal with this 

situation is to pick two more deformed leaves. come out. 

  Even if he is an ability user of the phantom beast species, it will consume a lot of physical strength 

to activate the transformation leaf, and the stronger the power of the projection body and the more 

complex the ability, the greater the consumption of projection. 

   Following two muffled bangs, a woman in pink and a muscular man like a little giant appeared in 

front of Speed. 

   "Dad?!" 

"Mother?!" 

  Even if they knew that Pa Dong’s abilities belonged to other people, they were still shocked to see 

the young White Beard and Charlotte Lingling appearing in the ring alive. 

   And this is also a powerful opponent worthy of engraving in the memory of the Red Earl. In the era 

when he was galloping the sea, Kaido was just a fledgling. 

  In Redfield's memory, Whitebeard and Charlotte Lingling are powerful pronouns. 

  Still young and middle-aged, and still out of shape, Charlotte Lingling held a machete in front of 

Padong, while White Beard also waved his fist around. 

   Naturally, the momentum was not as destructive as the white bearded deity, but the sea water 

around the ring rolled towards the surroundings. After wetting the audience in front, it turned into a 

small tsunami and rushed towards the ring. 

  Fruit ability, fighting style, everything in the Red Earl's impression was reproduced by the raccoon 

fruit after being weakened, and Hai Zhen, which Whitebeard is best at, is naturally included. 

   "It's unbelievable! It's unbelievable! Player Padong's ability can actually do this kind of thing! 

Thanks to him, we once again saw the power of the shaking fruit up close! 

  Just a projection can do this, so what step can the real shaking fruit achieve? ! " 

  Gaz grasped the key point of the problem very keenly, and while using Padong to display his 

abilities, he further aroused the enthusiasm of the audience, and even the players who had not yet 

played were further excited. 



   "Wait! No! The tsunami was used! Although it was the projection of Padong that created the 

tsunami, but now this tsunami has become the power of Mizeka!" 

  Padong's projections have an inherent combat mode, but these projections are at most high-level 

man-machines, and they will only release skills according to the program, and will not analyze them in 

detail. 

  If it is the projection summoned by the Red Earl, with his instructions, then the projection can 

display higher combat power, but Padong can't do this. 

  Whether it is White Beard or Golden Lion, he can't understand their battles. He can only let them 

act according to their instincts. Random interference will affect the combat effectiveness of the 

projection. 

  Principal micro-manipulation, it is difficult not to lose, at least Pa Dong still knows his weight. 

  The price is that Padong cannot deal with emergencies in a timely manner. 

Although Mizeka used his surfing ability to take over the small tsunami created by Whitebeard's 

projection, the projections below all have the ability to deal with these. The fruit abilities of the Golden 

Lion and Charlotte Lingling can both take over the tsunami, and Whitebeard can also It can be shattered 

by brute force. 

   But now those projections are either dealing with other players, or are fighting Speed and Solitia. If 

they are distracted from dealing with the tsunami, Speed will have a way to catch Padong. 

   Padong, who was not good at fighting, didn't know how to deal with it for a while, and finally let 

the small tsunami controlled by Mizeka sweep the entire field, and in the chaotic wave, four arms tightly 

grasped Padong. 

  Chapter 1197 The dark side of Tokushima, a fisherman's paradise 

   "Little raccoon cat, you lost. The projection is good, but your body is not so good." 

  Mizeka's tsunami was not simply an indiscriminate attack, at least she used the water flow to allow 

Solitia to approach Padong smoothly, and Padong is a real devil fruit capable user. 

  As a capable person, he was already weak after being soaked in seawater for a long time, and those 

projections naturally turned into ordinary leaves, scattered on the ring. 

  Ordinary people didn't lose their strength like capable people, but they were choked enough. 

   "Mizeka, Solitia, stay away, the big one is coming." 

   "You wait first!" 

Seeing the flashing electric sparks in Speed's hands, Mizeka and Solitia suddenly became nervous. At this 

time, the venue was full of water under the baptism of a small tsunami. Speed's discharge like this is an 

indiscriminate attack. up. 



  Jumping off the ring was tantamount to abstaining, so the two had no choice but to choose a high 

jump. That is, at the moment they took off, the dazzling thunder light immediately filled the entire 

venue. 

   When the thunder and lightning disappeared and other standing people were lost on the field, the 

trio of beasts successfully defended the result of the game. 

  But it is still very difficult for people to surpass the speed of lightning, at least they can't do it yet. 

  Mizeka and Solitia's hair can show that they failed to avoid the lightning completely, and were more 

or less affected. 

   "Speed! I think you did it on purpose!" 

   "How can I, this is not to use Mizeka's ability, wait for a while and the water will dry up." 

   "Stop talking nonsense! Let's fight first! Anyway, there are three more of us, and one more person 

has to leave the scene anyway!" 

   Under Gaz's confused eyes, Area F fought again. This is the only time so far that the faction 

represented by itself has already won the victory, but it fought again. 

  They did not directly decide who to exit like Marko or Katakuri, but fought again in the most direct 

way. 

  Mizeka tried to persuade them, but it had no effect. When all the enemies were killed, she was 

finally involved. 

   "Well, we can see that the methods of the Beast Pirates are very special. It may be this cruel 

method that makes them stronger. The winner of F area, Speed, Mizeka!" 

Speed's Thunder Zebra and Mizeka's Cold Water Ape rely more on elemental abilities in battle, but 

Solitia's twin-tailed monster hands are somewhat limited. If it's 1v1, Mizeka can't beat Solly Tia's. 

  Solitia's number is higher enough to explain this, but Mizeka took advantage of Speed's lightning 

and finally let Solitia leave early. 

   "Boss Ryder, I lost." 

  Padong, who walked off the ring, looked disappointed, but Redfield just helped him comb the hair 

on his body. 

   "It's okay, Padong, you just need to watch from below. 

  You are still young, failure is inevitable. " 

  Padong’s name was given by Redfield, and this name originally came from Redfield himself. It can 

be said that Redfield gave Padong his name. 

  In his mind, he had already regarded Pa Dong as his own child, and it was nothing but a failure. 



   At the same time, Bucky wiped the cold sweat from his forehead in the spectator seats in the 

promotion area. Although this is a place for the promotion players, everyone else has their own reasons 

for not staying here. 

  Only Bucky is here to point out the country at this time, the reason is very simple, it is more 

convenient for him to talk here. 

   "Captain Bucky, you are two strong opponents again, now you can flex your muscles again." 

   "Hehe. Yes, it's really an exciting final. I need to rest for a while to recharge my batteries. Don't 

bother me!" 

   Driven away his little brother, Bucky fell into solitary worries. 

And when Bucky was worried, the dark side of Dressrosa began to gradually emerge. The underground 

area of the bullfight arena, the treatment room for the defeated, and people who were injured in the 

battle and did not have any background were all gathered here. here. 

"Next person!" 

  Another cry came from the treatment room. A wounded man was led by the soldiers into the 

treatment room and lay on the hospital bed. But what awaited him was not the doctor's treatment, but 

a movable secret door. 

  With a burst of exclamation, the wounded fell straight into the ground. 

   Broken toys are piled up in mountains, and other people can be seen in the shadows. 

   "There is a newcomer here, and it looks like he is also a loser." 

  Destroyer Eddie sat on the toy mountain beside him, looking at the new hapless guy with a little 

interest. 

  Brukily, Elizabello II, Vasco da Gama, Bartolomeo, Jeter and Abdra, the Vancourt Brothers, 

Orombus, whether it is the general of the kingdom or the bounty hunter. 

  Wanted criminals or kings of a country, as long as they don't have the titles of Shichibukai or Sea 

Emperor, which Doflamingo thinks is not easy to offend, they are all concentrated here. 

   "Stop arguing! We have been tricked by Doflamingo, and this matter has been a conspiracy from 

the very beginning! Your Majesty, this is a declaration of war, this is a declaration of war against our 

kingdom!" 

   Vasco da Gama looked at Elizabello II very displeased. Although Elizabello also hated this behavior, 

he had nothing to do. 

   "This king's King's Fist can't break this wall, and there seems to be nothing to do now." 

  Looking at the surrounding iron bars and towering walls, Elizabello II also smiled wryly. 

   There is not even a guard here. When he noticed something abnormal, he tried to smash the wall 

here and run out, but it was useless. 



   "Isn't that for sure? This is underground, I don't know how many meters from the ground, the so-

called wall is probably the island itself, do you have the ability to smash the island with a punch?" 

Brookely felt that there was nothing wrong with this matter, smashing an island with one punch, this 

kind of thing sounds like something that humans cannot do. to this extent. 

   "I'm afraid there are sea stones in these fences, but what does Doflamingo want to do? Offending 

so many people at the same time, isn't he afraid that we will attack together?" 

   "Hey, you don't need to worry about this kind of thing. Dover naturally has his own plans for doing 

this, and you guys, even if you add up, you are not the opponent of our Don Quixote family." 

   While they were discussing what Doflamingo wanted to do, Torrebol came here with sugar. 

   "Don't worry, no one will remember you, and soon you will be forgotten by the world." 

  Torrepol's body gushed out a lot of mucus, he grabbed a person in the prison and pulled him out. 

Afterwards, everyone felt that they had forgotten something, but there was already a toy in Granu's 

hand. 

In the underground world, Granose is using the ability of children's fun fruits to turn those people into 

toys one by one. There are too many players, and if they accumulate too much, it will be troublesome to 

deal with, so Torrebol has been taking Granose to deal with them bit by bit. . 

   During this process, no one cared about the fate of the loser at all, they just cared more about the 

next game. 

   "Everyone! The venue has been repaired, and then it will be the game in Zone G. This is already the 

penultimate game of the qualifiers! I believe it will not lose to the previous games in terms of 

excitement. 

  The players worthy of attention in this game are Sleiman the owl! 

  He once made great contributions in the "Tiyas Sea Battle", but in the end he was exiled as a war 

criminal by his beloved motherland. 

  We don’t know exactly what happened, but this class A war criminal in naval warfare began to 

wander in the dark world after leaving the country, and gradually became a feared executioner, taking 

pleasure in “executing” the enemy. 

   Gladiator Ricky! Although today's sword fighters did not perform well, and only Rebecca advanced 

in a special way, it is undeniable that Li Qi is also a powerful sword fighter! " 

   Li Qi is also a pseudonym. Too many people used pseudonyms in this game, but the real face under 

Li Qi's mask is the king of Li Ku - Li Ku Dold III. 

  He also wanted to take revenge on Doflamingo, but he had nowhere to go, and finally came here. In 

a sense, he had the same plan as Rebecca.𝑛𝑂𝑽𝖾𝐿𝚞𝑠𝔟.𝑐𝑶𝔪 

   "Okay, the next thing is the main event. The Beast Pirates have more than just the three ladies. 

Compared with them, these two are even more important figures! 



   Everyone must be aware that among the Beasts Pirates, those with single-digit numbers are the 

truly powerful monsters. 

   Speed, who just baptized the venue with lightning, is numbered NO.21! At this time, the numbers 

of these two are NO.9 and NO.8! 

   Let us see how much shock Ulti and Peggy Wan will bring to us! " 

  Compared to Gaz's excitement, Peggy Wan's face was full of helplessness. After all, he failed to 

separate from his old sister, and was still entangled by her on the ring together. 

   "I said, old lady, you are in the public, aren't you normal?!" 

  Looking at Ulti who was starting to be funny, Peggy Wan's face was not very good, but with the 

cover of the mask, outsiders couldn't see the helplessness in his heart. 

   "Xiao Pei, you have changed, and when you get older, you start to dislike your sister" 

   "Don't get me wrong, I used to dislike you too, I just felt embarrassed to say it." 

   "You lie, you weren't like this when you were a kid!" 

   "Then you weren't what you are now!" 

  For them, this place is really just a place for playing games, and this is not the first time a similar 

quarrel has occurred. Anyway, Ulti is basically the one who wins in the end. 

   In private, Peggy Wan followed her, but in the ring, it was tantamount to a public execution, and 

Peggy Wan didn't want to appear on the newspaper headlines for some strange reason. 

  At this moment, Peggy Wan felt that this was his hell, but the next moment, he had a completely 

different idea. 

  The fighting fish in the water was once again attracted by the movement on the water surface, 

jumped out of the water and bit Peggy Wan, and then became the catch in Peggy Wan's hands. 

   "The fish here...will take the initiative to bite the hook?!" 

 Chapter 1198 Wrong single digit 

   "Old sister, lend me your sewing kit, I seem to have found something extraordinary." 

   Peggy Wan will definitely not bring a fishing rod when he goes to the ring, but Ulti always has a 

sewing kit with him, and Peggy Wan is very clear about this. 

  Although she is very irritable and has a simple and rough style of acting, Urti is actually very 

dexterous with her hands, and even has a hobby of making small accessories that is completely different 

from her external personality. 

  Sewing and mending are not a problem. Her own cloak, Peggy Wan mask, etc. are all made by 

herself, and the sewing kit is naturally the most important thing. 



   This is also the result of her living environment. She and Peggy Wan's father and Kaido are basically 

of the same virtue. They can support their children and it depends on God. 

  When Yamato was born, although Beasts had just started, but the logistics and so on were basically 

perfected, so Yamato didn't have to worry about such things. 

But Urti's father's pirate group didn't have the ability of a hundred beasts, and there were not many 

men who were good at sewing. As time passed, Urti began to be forced to touch these things when he 

was still young, and gradually raised them. became this hobby. 

   "Why do you want this? Just tell my sister what you want to do." 

   "Make a fishing rod, otherwise it would be too wasteful." 

   After taking Ulti's sewing kit, Peggy Wan found a relatively thick needle from it, bent it to make a 

simple fishhook, and then pulled a thread casually. 

It is an exaggeration to use the thread for repairing clothes to fish, let alone a fierce species like betta 

fish. It is obviously unrealistic for normal people to use this thing to fish, but he is different. The lines 

and hooks were stained black. 

  As the most versatile ability in the new world, domineering has a variety of uses. It can strengthen 

the hardness of weapons and tools. 

   Wrapping the line around his arm, Peggy Wan has already prepared the tools he uses to catch 

fighting fish. 

  Looking at the hook that was not as big as the teeth of a fighting fish, Ulti fell into deep self-doubt. 

   "Xiao Pei, I know you like fishing, but isn't this kind of tool unrealistic for this occasion?" 

   "No problem old lady, this group of fish is different." 

  Normal fish will be scared away by any movement, and the prepared bait may not necessarily bite 

the hook, but these aggressive bettas are different. As long as people stand there, they will actively 

jump up. 

  If he wanted to, he could kill a sea king. As long as those deep-sea monsters dared to stick their 

heads out, Peggy Wan could turn them into part of the "catch". 

   But this method does not meet his fishing needs. Monsters that move tens of meters have nothing 

to do with fish. These betta fish are at least within the scope of fish. 

   "I don't believe you can catch fish." 

   "Old sister, just watch it." 

   Then Peggy Wan showed his fishing method. According to the habits of this group of fighting fish, 

they really don't bite the hooks, they only bite the fisherman, so Peggy Wan made a very unusual move. 



  He stood by the ring and used himself as bait, and then spun the line in his hand. When a betta fish 

couldn't resist the temptation and jumped towards Peggy Wan, Peggy Wan also aimed at the betta's 

open mouth. 

  The fishhook was thrown into the betta's mouth as accurately as a javelin, and under the 

domineering blessing, it easily pierced through the betta's chin. Then Peggy Wan pulled hard, and a 

betta was thrown onto the ring by him. 

   "Look, isn't this caught?" 

  If you ignore the process and only look at the result, whether a fish is lying in front of a fisherman 

with a hook hanging from its mouth, whether it is considered a successful fishing behavior, this may rise 

to a philosophical level. 

  But the audience on the field didn’t want to watch them go fishing. The competition had already 

started, but no one dared to attack the siblings for the time being. This was the deterrent effect brought 

by the numbering system. 

Numbers can describe status more intuitively. Speed and the others have already demonstrated 

terrifying destructive power when they are 20 away. Most of the players on the field are waiting to see 

what a single-digit person can do. They don't want to do it for others. Step on mine. 

  No one acted on the field, but it was different off the field. Gaz also saw Peggy Wan's strange fishing 

behavior. 

"Contestant Peggy Wan seems to be very interested in Douyu? Dangerous creatures in the eyes of 

ordinary people seem to be toys to him. Is this the one-digit number? Even the last one has a calmness 

far beyond ordinary people . 

  Hello! Do not attack commentary! This is a serious violation! " 

  Gaz was talking, but the betta fish that was knocked unconscious suddenly flew over. 

   "You guys are enough! Can you update your information during the commentary! Who do you say 

is the bottom!" 

  Ulti looked angrily at Gaz at the commentary seat, very dissatisfied with his commentary. 

  No.9 and No.8 are old almanacs in the past tense. With Jack's promotion, the position of No.2 is 

vacant. Under normal circumstances, Elizabeth will fill this vacancy. 

  But Elizabeth was still carrying out the insidious sniper plan, so she didn't take the original position 

at all. 

At the beginning, their siblings were at the bottom because they were too young. As time went by, they 

had also begun to grow. Iska, who was at the bottom in combat talent, and Drake and Maria, whose 

attributes were beaten to death by Peggy Wank, all of these This resulted in several alternations of 

single-digit numberers. 



  The two electrical abilities of the electric spider and the roentgen cat have no way to deal with the 

biting land shark. Drake is better. Although he spends every day carelessly, his main goal is to fight and 

explore. 

  But Maria's development is more and more inclined to the logistics supervisor, talent, goals, 

abilities, and many factors. The siblings are no longer 9 and 8 due to many factors. 

   It’s just that Gaz’s information comes from the reward order. When they filled in the information, 

they wrote a name. This is not an internal transposition battle. Some things don’t need to be filled in too 

much detail. 

  The numbers of the two of them are very special, not as conspicuous as Speed and the others. 

Peggy Wan's number is written on the chest and cannot be seen without taking off his clothes, while 

Ulti's is on the ankle. 

  In the end, Gaz's commentary, which led to outdated information, made an error. 

   "Ahem, there was a little accident just now, but it doesn't affect anything, let's turn our attention 

back to the arena!" 

  The Douyu in the air strike had been knocked out long ago. At most, it just scared Gaz and made the 

audience laugh along the way. It is also a rare pleasure to watch the host suffer. 

  Gaz didn’t know the numbers of Peggy Wan and Ulti due to the backwardness of the information, 

so he simply stopped talking about it. For a commentator, the ability to respond on the spot is still very 

important. 

   "The competition gradually became fiercer, and Peggy Wan was not able to stay out of the incident 

in the end, and his opponent who was eyeing... was the navy!" 

  Navy came to Dressrosa with far more contestants than in the original timeline. Except for Maynard 

who participated in the competition under an alias, some navy players even chose to participate 

directly, without even taking off the cloak of justice on their bodies. 

   "This is a rare scene, and there is actually a navy coming to directly participate in our competition! 

Our beloved King, His Majesty really created an incredible scene! 

   There is no doubt that the navy and pirates are old enemies. In this arena, what kind of sparks will 

they create? ! " 

   "The pirates are getting bolder now, can they participate in the competition blatantly?" 

   "What are you talking about? In this competition, a navy like yours is a heretic, right?" 

   Peggy Wan looked at the admiral in front of him. One of them covered the lower half of his face 

with a mask, and the other covered the upper half of his face with a mask. In a sense, they were a 

perfect match. 

   "There are orders from the headquarters, but in the arena, it should be considered a special 

situation." 



  A vice admiral with long reddish-brown hair pulled out a large knife behind his back. 

  He said the command of the headquarters is that without an order, the navy cannot fight with the 

emperor of the sea at will, in order to prevent uncontrollable consequences. 

  He didn't want to come here, but Maynard's sudden loss of contact and the endless emergence of 

powerful pirates made him change his plan. He needs information from the follow-up game. 

  As the vice admiral of the navy, seeing the pirates who should have been chased around here 

showing off their power here because of the bounty, and even aroused the cheers of other people, a 

feeling of dissatisfaction naturally arose in his heart. 

  The battle in the arena obviously did not belong to the category of starting a war, so he directly 

locked on his target. 

   "Speaking of which, our names are really worthy, don't you think? Land Shark Peggy Wan?" 

   "You can try and see if your shark-slaying knife can kill me." 

   The race of betta fish makes Peggy Wan very interesting, and even wants to go back to Guidao to 

raise a few betta fish, which will make fishing much more interesting, but obviously, it is not the place 

for fishing now. 

  Looking at the navy staring at him, Peggy Wan directly tore off his clothes and threw them aside. 

  The clothing on his upper body is closer to a suit. If he doesn’t take off his clothes, there is a high 

probability that his shirt will explode. As his body expands, the tattoo of his name on his chest and the 

upside-down NO.9 are also very conspicuous. 

  As the youngest single-digit numberer, he is also working hard, and NO.6 is the proof of his hard 

work. 

"Roar!" 

Accompanied by the roar, the biting land shark appeared in front of Bastiyu, and a fierce aura emanated 

from his body. The roar alone made many people's bodies stiff, as if they were killed by some top 

hunter. Eaters eyed the same. 

Bastiyu stopped for a while, but quickly recovered, raised his own shark-slaying knife and slashed at 

Peggy Wan. As a lieutenant general in the headquarters, he was also assigned to Fujitora as his deputy. 

Lieutenant general like Maynard. 

   Moreover, he was already good at dealing with large sea beasts, hence the nickname Shark Cutter 

Knife, but he made a mistake. 

  He ignored the younger brother in front of the younger brother, and wanted to attack the younger 

brother of the younger brother. 

   "Go away, you bastard! Don't disturb me and Xiaopei!" 

  Ulti stepped on Peggy Wan and jumped to a higher position. The sharp ax blades inlaid on both 

arms slashed at Bastiou one step ahead of Peggy Wan. 



Chapter 1199: Oniji and the reunited ASL 

  Although the ax teeth of the Double Ax War Dragon are teeth, their hardness has already surpassed 

that of conventional metals. With the battle, the ax teeth of the Double Ax War Dragon will become 

sharper. 

   The ax blade on Ulti's arm is a weapon derived from the ax teeth. In the human-beast form, the ax 

teeth fixed on the upper jaw also have more room to play. 

This is part of the ability given by Arceus. In the fruit of the animal department, this change is very 

reasonable. After all, the Triceratops in Sasaki in the original timeline can use its bone armor as a 

propeller to rotate, Jhin can use his face as a slingshot, and say This is how ancient pterosaurs hunted. 

  Sometimes, the animal department is even more idealistic and outrageous than the superhuman 

department. 

   Clang! Clang! 

  Accompanied by two crisp sounds, the tendency of Bastiyu's shark-slaying knife to be swung was 

instantly interrupted by Urti, leaving two gaps on his blade. 

   "How is it possible?! I used domineering" 

  Through the holes in the mask, Bastiyu could clearly see the scars on his weapon. 

  His Shark Slaying Knife is not a famous knife, but it is also a refined weapon made by the Navy 

Logistics Department. With the blessing of domineering, it is enough to deal with the situation in the 

new world. 

   It would be fine if it was a high-intensity battle, but now after only one face-to-face, my weapon 

actually collapsed. 

   In fact, it's not just him, Ulti is also a little dissatisfied. 

   "Cut, didn't you cut it off directly? The lieutenant general in this department is really smart." 

  The ax teeth in her hand are much stronger than the blade during the collision process. Like Jhin, 

they are both weapon destroyers, but Jhin uses the shark-tooth knife to grab the knife directly, while 

Ulti simply destroys. 

  Failed to smash Bastiew's Shark Slaying Knife in one shot, but this did not affect the follow-up 

attack. Ulti and Peggy Wan did not inherit any obsession to fight one-on-one, and did not mind two-on-

one. 

   At the moment Bastiou's weapon was bounced off by Ulti, Peggy Wan had already moved. With the 

help of the fruit ability, he and Bastiu had already completed the body reversal after entering the beast 

form. 

  In addition to not being able to dance dragons, Lie Bite Land Shark has very comprehensive combat 

attributes. Whether it is melee or long-range attack, speed or defense has its own advantages. 
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  The double fins acted as a sharp axe, and Peggy Wan's arms swung a powerful blow at Bastiou, 

making him take two steps back and completely falling into Peggy Wan's rhythm. 

  Under the continuous swings of his arms, Bastiyu could only barely resist, and was unable to fight 

back at all. 

  The players next to him were also affected, and from time to time someone would fall off the ring 

due to the aftermath. 

  Although he is now assisting Fujitora, and his own combat power is not low, Bastiyu's greatest 

advantage is not his personal force, but his command and command ability. 

  The navy under his command is the unit with the highest morale in the navy. In addition, he takes 

the lead and treats his subordinates well, so many navies go into battle bravely. 

  Fujitora is very knowledgeable, and the loss of his eyes does not affect his movement, but it is 

somewhat inconvenient on weekdays, and Bastiyu has been handling the chores in the army. 

  He is the best commander in the combat faction, and the best fighter in the command faction. 

When he encounters troublesome enemies alone, his shortcomings will appear, let alone he is still in 

1v2. 

   "Xiao Pei, bow your head! Extremely drop the clamp!" 

  Bastiyou was quickly pushed to the edge of the field by Peggy Wan, and he had nowhere to retreat. 

In the wrestling with Peggy Wan, he failed to take advantage, but gave Ulti the last chance. 

As Urti shouted, Peggy Wan hurriedly lowered his head, and Urti just jumped out from behind him, with 

a dazzling white light shining on the ax blades in both hands, and slashed at Basti in a pincer posture. 

especially.𝒏𝓞𝓥𝑒𝓁𝓊𝓈𝑩.𝑪𝒪𝗆 

  Great drop pincers, one of the moves mastered by the Double Ax War Dragon, has a very low hit 

rate, and it takes a long time to charge before it can be activated, but as long as it can hit the opponent, 

it can cause considerable damage. 

  In the game, this is a special skill that can kill in one hit as long as it hits a Pokémon with a lower 

level than itself. 

  The extreme drop clamp can only be regarded as a powerful attack. 

Bastiyu, who was suppressed by Peggy Wan, had long been a fixed target. Under Ulti's attack, an X-

shaped scar with deep bone visible appeared on Bastiyou's chest, and most of the field was also under 

attack. It was completely destroyed in the aftermath. 

   "Do you know how powerful you are? You idiot, you actually want to do something to my little Pei." 

   "Old sister, you have learned to restrain yourself. I thought you would kill him directly." 

  “.” 

  Ulti suddenly fell silent. Looking at her appearance, Peggy Wan seemed to understand something. It 

wasn't that her elder sister had learned restraint, but she just didn't pay attention to it. 



  In order to avoid any embarrassing situation in the future, Peggy Wan stepped on the ground with 

one foot and destroyed the rest of the ring. In the end, only he and Ulti remained above the ring. 

   "The game in Zone G is over! The winners are Ulti and Peggy Wan! Due to another damage to the 

ring, the game was suspended for 15 minutes. Please wait patiently. 

Rescue Team! Work, don't let those guys die here, it will cause trouble for His Majesty the King! " 

  The damage to the arena this time was even more severe than the previous one. Peggy Wan’s 

earthquake almost destroyed the foundation. If it weren’t for Pica’s ability to manipulate rocks easily, it 

would be a big project to rebuild the arena. 

   During the process of rebuilding the arena, it was Gaz's job to pass the time. Although there was no 

competition, Gaz didn't sit still, but chatted with the people off the court. 

  "The competition has ended seven times, and four of the 14 people who have advanced are 

members of the Hundred Beasts Pirates. As the strongest pirates in the sea today, they seem to be 

bound to win. 

  Faced with their blades, what should others do? 

  Will Beasts live up to their strongest reputation, or can the Whitebeard Pirates regain their former 

glory? 

   Can the mysterious Ryder take the fruit, or will the star Katakuri create a new invincible myth? 

  Today’s game was so exciting that I can no longer imagine what the finals will be like, but before 

that, let’s end the game in Zone H. 

   This is the last game of the day, and it also hides today's number one seed. 

  The last contestant of the Hundred Beasts Pirates, the Princess of Hundred Beasts-Ghost Ji! Yamato! 

" 

   With the restoration of the ring, the competition in Area H also started on time. 

   "There is no doubt that the H area is the real death group. The other seven groups have two 

promotion places, but the H area has only one place for other players. 

It's not what we arranged, but the strength of Ghost Ji, the bounty of 2.963 billion Baileys, the fourth 

most important figure in the reward of the Hundred Beasts Pirates, her strength is beyond doubt, let us 

replace her The opponent observes three seconds of silence. " 

  Gaz added a lot of flattering words in the introduction about Yamato, and did not give him any 

instructions, but the answer given to him by paper data. 

  Whether it's rewards, achievements, or his own identity, Yamato is the most exaggerated one. 

  Besides her, there is only one player in Zone H worth introducing. 



   "It's terrible, it's terrible, today's Dressrosa is really lively, and there is a more special player in the 

H area. His strength may not be as good as Gui Ji, but his identity is the chief of staff of the 

Revolutionary Army, Sabo!" 

Snapped. 

  The sound of snot bubbles breaking rang out in the auditorium, and Luffy and Ace opened their 

eyes at the same time. 

  The Monchi family inherited the ability to fall asleep anytime, anywhere, whether they were 

fighting or eating, even if they drank half of the water, they could fall asleep instantly. 

   Maybe Garp took him for a while, and got along with Luffy for too long, and Ace also got this 

problem. 

  The 15-minute break was very long for the two of them, so they simply started to recharge their 

batteries. 

   Now Gaz's loud voice just couldn't wake them up, until the word Sabo appeared. 

The word    seemed to hit a certain switch in their nerves, and the two woke up instantly. 

   "Sabo Ace, I dreamed of Sabo, and I heard someone shouting his name." 

  From excitement to disappointment, Luffy suddenly thought of something. His other brother Sabo 

was already dead, and died under the gunfire of the Celestial Dragons when he went out to sea. 

   "I am also if he is still alive, then it should be" 

Snapped! Snapped! 

   There were two more muffled sounds, but this time it was not the sound of breaking, but the 

sound of a heavy object hitting his head. Hero floated low in the air, with domineering already wrapped 

around both arms. 

  Don't do this, it really can't hit these two idiots, a flame man and a rubber man, and it's quite 

difficult for physical bludgeoning to work. 

   "Hello!" 

  Hello's face was full of helplessness, and then he pointed to the arena below, and on the ring, Sabo, 

wearing a suit and hat and holding a water pipe, was also waving to this side. 

  There is a flame-shaped scar on his forehead, which is the imprint left by the shelling at the 

beginning. Now his clothes are almost exactly the same as Sabo's when he was a child, but enlarged in 

proportion. 

   "Yo! Long time no see, Ace, Luffy! You two should be doing well!" 

   "Saab?!" 

   "A living Saab?!" 



  Ace and Luffy looked at each other, and then punched each other at the same time. Under the 

blessing of armed colors, they each had a dark circle under their eyes, but the corners of their mouths 

began to rise unstoppably. 

   Immediately afterwards, he planned to run to the ring, but was pushed back by Marco one by one. 

   "Calm down, you two! The game isn't over yet! What's the matter after the fight? Are you two 

familiar with him? He is a rookie in the Revolutionary Army, and he has only really made his mark in the 

sea recently. 

  No one expected that the Chief of Staff of the Revolutionary Army would be such a young man. " 

  Marco threw away the pineapple leaf in his hand. Although he eats the pineapple without peeling 

the skin, he has no habit of eating the leaves directly. Judging by the performance of Ace and Luffy, their 

relationship should be very unusual. 

   "Of course, he is my brother, I knew Sabo must still be alive." 

   "Who was crying for several days?" 

   "Ace, aren't you too! You're crying harder than me, I've seen it all!" 

  Chapter 1200 The Age of Youth 

  Ten years ago, no one thought that Sabo was still alive, not only Luffy and Ace, but even Dadan was 

crying. 

  Although he said every day that he hated these guys and wished they would disappear, Dadan, who 

was actually fulfilling his role as a foster mother, cared about them very much. Dadan, a bandit, had put 

in more energy than the nominal guardian of the three brothers. 

  No one expected that Sabo was rescued by the dragon who returned home, and he was trained as a 

high-level revolutionary army. 

  The noisy auditorium would normally not attract the attention of the ring players, but Sabo was 

different. He had noticed Luffy and Ace a long time ago, and he did not go to them in private, but also 

intended to give them a surprise. 

  Seeing the astonished expressions of Ace and Luffy, he felt that his goal had been achieved. 

   "You really haven't changed at all." 

  Sabo looked over there and muttered to himself. The explosion just left a scar on his face and 

stimulated his brain, causing him to lose part of his memory. Apart from that, there were no other 

problems with his body. 

  And with the passage of time and the stimulation of some news, he also gradually remembered the 

past. Looking at Luffy being taught by Hero, he couldn't help but think of the previous years. 

   "It's better to talk to them after the things here are over." 



  Thinking about this, Sabo suddenly raised his right hand and grabbed the long spear stabbing at 

him. As soon as Gaz announced the start of the competition in Zone H, some people couldn't hold back, 

and Sabo felt a very strong killing intent. 

  Most of the players’ goals are for the shocking fruit, but this person is different, he simply just 

wants to kill Sabo. 

   "Have we met somewhere? I don't remember any feud with you." 

   "Don't remember?! You have forgotten this kind of thing? You overthrew my country! My noble 

status, my slave, everything about me has disappeared because of you! 

  You actually forgot it so lightly? All the **** of the revolutionary army must die! " 

  The revolutionary army controlled by Long has also gradually developed over the years, and has 

gradually taken some actions, and has now subverted the regimes of several countries. 

  From the perspective of the Revolutionary Army, what they have done is a great cause, but as a 

royal family and nobles, the Revolutionary Army is an extremely evil person, a lawless evil party, more 

disgusting than pirates. 

  The pirates are mostly looting property, even if someone is robbed, nothing will happen to the 

capital. 

  But the Revolutionary Army is different. As the dragon's footsteps expand, these Revolutionary 

Army are really digging their roots. 

   "Sir Villier of the Tatako Kingdom launched the attack first! It is said that he came to the 

competition to gain the power to restore the country, but his wish is probably about to be shattered!" 

  Gaz watched Sabo crush the opponent's spear with one hand, and then turned his arm, and the 

water pipe in the other hand hit his head, knocking him unconscious on the spot. 

  Gaz’s information is relatively complete. Except for a few pieces of information that are outdated 

due to timeliness, other things are quite comprehensive. Here, I would like to thank the Navy for the 

reward order. 

  The reward order not only indicates the reward but also the name. Usually, a simple summary 

about the person is issued along with the reward order, such as ability, affiliation, etc., but it is generally 

not mentioned. 

But this kind of information is very important for Gaz’s explanation. Unless it is an old-time antique like 

Redfield who has been locked up for decades and has long since disappeared, he will always be able to 

find some impressions. As for falling into the point where there is nothing to say. 

  There is no one who can be the first or second in command in a big force these days, um, except for 

Bucky. 

  For Sabo, there are no difficult opponents in this arena, and they are basically at the level of 

knocking out with a water pipe. As for Yamato 



   This one is really good at fighting, but Sabo didn’t want to have any contact with her from the 

beginning to the end. His goal is the remaining quota. He doesn’t need to be stronger than Dahe, as long 

as he persists longer than others. 

   "Do you want to guess how long it will take for the eldest lady to end this game?" 

   "I don't know, it depends on the mood of the eldest lady. If she wants to, she can call for half an 

hour, and if she doesn't want to toss, one minute?" 

   "I think 30 seconds is enough, maybe even faster." 

  The three of Speed, who had already finished the battle, began to predict the duration of the 

Yamato battle, and began to discuss how Yamato would end the game, and added a little bonus, and the 

winner would not be responsible for cleaning the deck for the next month. 

  Yamato didn't let them entangle for too long, watching the scene of children fighting on the court, 

she chose the most direct way. 

   "Let's deal with it quickly, the finals should be much more interesting than this." 

  She went out for emergency avoidance. The original purpose was not to participate in the 

competition at all. Even if she wanted to pass the time, she would not use this kind of meaningless 

battle. 

  Since she came on the stage, she has no intention of taking out a weapon. 

   "This woman has a reward of 2.9 billion?" 

   "I don't know, I didn't see it, do you want to try? If we defeat her, we can directly become famous." 

  Because Yamato has not acted, some people who have never seen the world gradually have ideas 

about her, but before they can act, with Yamato as the center, a terrifying aura sweeps across the entire 

arena in an instant. 

  The surrounding sea water seemed to be baptized by this breath, and a wave suddenly appeared, 

adding a few more waves to the already unsettled water. 

  The air seemed to become viscous, and all the people on the field felt a strong sense of suffocation, 

and all this was just a prelude. 

   Hum! 

  A burst of low-pitched sound waves dissipated, and the time on the ring came to a standstill at this 

moment. With the sound of bangs and bangs resounding continuously on the ring, the fighters who 

were still fighting just now had lost the strength to hold their weapons. 

   They rolled their eyes white, and then fell on the ring. 

   As far as cleaning up miscellaneous soldiers, Bawang color domineering is the easiest way. Under 

the baptism of Yamato Bawang color, there are only a handful of people who can still stand in the H 

area. 



   "Hey, why are there two standing? It seems that there is a mistake." 

   Counted and found that there were three standing people including herself in the ring. Yamato was 

a little unhappy. When she couldn't handle the double dragons, the most intuitive benefit that the 

dragon space brought her was the growth of the overlord. 

   Overlord color domineering is a rare type that only one in a million people has. Even with the 

update of the version, the number of overlord color is gradually increasing, it is still a very rare type. 

   Those who have awakened their domineering look are all strong without exception. Even if they are 

old, they have led an era or made their own names. 

  But these people add up, and there are not many who can compete with the current Yamato. 

  Boom! 

There was a loud noise, Hayerding on the ring suddenly half-knelt down, and he also smashed a big hole 

in the arena in the H area, sweat beads the size of a basketball kept dripping from his forehead, and he 

breathed greedily with his mouth wide open Air. 

  Besides Sabo, he is the one who can still stand under the impact of Yamato's domineering color. 

Just now he seemed to see Fenrir roaring at himself, and the sharp fangs were very close to his throat. 

  Just a slight slide, and the fangs of killing gods are enough to end his life. He was not freed from that 

fear until the impact of the overlord color was over. 

  Strong spiritual beliefs are the means to fight against overlords. The giants have many ways to 

temper their spirits. Whether it is the fasting of the winter festival or the daily trials, they are both 

physical and spiritual. 

  Even so, Helding almost failed to persist. 

  Yamato's domineering color is released indiscriminately, and everyone in the arena is affected, 

including his subordinate mercenary, but this makes Helding even more excited. 

  For the warrior giants, there is nothing more exciting than a powerful leader. 

   "It's amazing, Ms. Yamato" 

   "Oh, you are pretty good too. I thought you couldn't handle it. After all, you are not very strong." 

  “.” 

  Lies don't hurt people, the truth is the sharp knife. Facing Yamato's frankness, Hayerding felt that he 

had been hurt even more. 

   Sabo on the other side also adjusted his hat. Things were not as he expected. The giant and Yamato 

were actually in the same group. 

  If Yamato, like Ryder before him, decides who is the second person to advance based on his own 

preferences, he will be in big trouble. Just as Sabo prepared to deal with the troublesome situation that 

followed, the calm auditorium had just reacted from the shock. 



  Looking at the players on the field who suddenly rolled their eyes and fainted and the douyu 

floating on the water, they also realized that something terrible happened just now. 

   "What's the situation? Of the 196 contestants in Zone H, there are only three left!" 

   Not only them, even Gaz didn't figure out what was going on, because apart from the fighting fish 

in the arena and water, Yamato's domineering color didn't affect them at all. 

   Now her control over Overlord Color has already reached the point of proficiency. For Overlord 

Color, it is not difficult to attack indiscriminately. What is difficult is to control the range and distinguish 

between enemy and friend. 

  The stronger the overlord color, the more subtle it is to grasp, and the range is only a part of 

it.𝒏𝓞𝓥𝑒𝓁𝓊𝓈𝑩.𝑪𝒪𝗆 

   This leads to people outside not knowing what happened at all. Bawang color domineering is also a 

very distant thing to them. Some people never see Bawang color once in their life. 

  Because Yamato's domineering color didn't affect them, they just felt that Yamato didn't do 

anything, and the others fell down inexplicably, one by one like a counterfeit match. 

  But ordinary people and commentators can't understand, there are still people who can see this. 

   "Missy's domineering look is even stronger." 

   "Yes, but who wins this? It seems to be different from what we guessed." 

   "I won. At least I guessed the method correctly. It's just that there is a little more time. Missy 

simply went too far this time." 

  Mizeka won the bet with the closest answer, but Speed and Solitia were not very happy. Without 

Mizeka, the workload on the deck would be doubled. 

  They don't have tails that can be used as high-pressure water guns, and they can wash the deck at 

will. 

  They are their own people, and they can be regarded as confidantes. The stronger the eldest lady, 

the happier they are, but outsiders don't think so. 

   "Katakuri brother." 

   "I saw it. Her domineering look is stronger than mine, even stronger than previous years. How did 

she do it?" 

   Katakuri and Yamato have never fought, but they have met each other a few times. Katakuri has 

also seen Yamato's previous domineering level, so he thinks it is unreasonable. 

   After all, Overlord Color is a thing that can only be used to exercise control, but not to increase 

strength. It will only change with the growth of a person's character. 

  The moment of awakening of many people represents eternity. After all, the moment of awakening 

domineering color is usually the pinnacle of a person's charisma. 



  Children are not necessarily less courageous than adults, fearless, and do not know the heights of 

the sky and the earth, but it is precisely this factor that makes some young people have a higher spirit. 

   "Interesting. Interesting, you are an incredible young man. New heroes are constantly being born in 

the sea. How strong are you with this kind of spirit?" 

Redfield was also attracted by this domineering aura, and he even felt something different. His natural 

special sense of knowledge made his senses very sharp, even if it was not within the range of the 

overlord's color, he still noticed a trace of something different. same thing. 

  Some people's domineering look contains special power, and they can do some special things, such 

as the red-haired knowledge kill, which directly seals the enemy's knowledge-color domineering, and 

puts themselves in an unpredictable situation. 

  In Yamato's domineering look, Laidfield perceived a special deterrent force, a power that tortured 

the soul and could lure out the fear deep in people's hearts. 

   "Padong, don't leave my side after the game is over. There are more and more guests on the island, 

and the situation on this island is more complicated than I thought." 

  Ledfield removed his hand from the top of a comatose toy's head. For a simple close contact, his 

mind reading can only see the directory, so that after contact, he can read more detailed memories. 

   From the memory of the toy, Redfield has discovered something different. 

   In the ring, the competition in Zone H also came to an end. 

Yamato didn't intend to help Helding advance to the next level, and Helding's belief in the glory of the 

giant race didn't intend to use such a tricky method. Yamato's domineering color cleaned up the 

miscellaneous fish, and the remaining Sabo was what Helding thought could be fought. opponent. 

   It's just that his size didn't bring enough advantages. Instead, Sabo climbed up with his arm at the 

moment he punched. This time he didn't use the water pipe, but raised his right hand. 

  The index finger and **** are close together, and the ring finger and little finger are close together. 

Sabo made a very strange gesture. 

   "Dragon Claw Fist·Dragon's Breath!" 

  Sabo's fingers grabbed Helding's helmet, and then a huge force suddenly erupted, and Helding's 

figure also fell to the ground. The game in H area was declared over, and Doflamingo's plan had also 

begun 

 


